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UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Good morning. Welcome to Day 2 of SSR2. Today is the 23rd of 

June. We’ll go ahead and do roll call. 

 

LOREN: Loren [inaudible]. 

 

NORM RITCHIE: Norm Ritchie. 

 

JABHERA MATAGORO: Jabhera Matagoro. 

 

[JACQUES]: [Jacques] [inaudible] 

 

CHARLA SHAMBLY: Charla Shambly, ICANN org. 

 

LOREN: First, a report from yesterday. What we did after we paused the 

recording, we got into work groups and we reviewed the 
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recommendations that came out of the Brussels meeting, 

confirming action items necessary to deal with all the elements 

that were in there. We looked at their importance and urgency, 

but mainly it was a discussion session to really flesh out what 

the recommendations entail and what needs to be done for the 

report. 

 Today, we’re essentially going to continue that. We have some 

left in [the] document, and some more came in overnight. Then, 

in the afternoon, we will have a, hopefully with some externals 

being able to join us on essentially the work plan, discussion on 

how to adjust that after the technical writer is leaving and now 

that a new one is being contracted. And the Any Other Business 

discussion for anyone in the room.  

 If there is nothing else right now, we would pause the recording 

and go into work groups.  

 This Loren for a quick report of the Marrakech face-to-face, Day 

2. We were continuing our work on consolidating the 

recommendations, going through the unfortunately very tricky 

task to deal with the fallout from the technical writer abruptly 

leaving the team, which meant that a lot of recommendations 

and the organization of the recommendations were in a half-

done state, which was difficult to resolve. 
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 Furthermore, we discussed the work plan and that this one 

needs to be extended. But so far, no final version for the list has 

been created. This will be happening as soon as possible. That’s 

the end of Day 2 and the end of the face-to-face in Marrakech. 

Work will continue in small groups during the meeting. 
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